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Today we are introducing a new tool called
Primo -- an authoring, submission, and
proofing tool.
In the recent past conferences, we introduced
TeXFolio, Ithal, and Neptune.



Primo
Primo is designed as a total solution
for many of the known issues in the
journal publishing world.
Primo is a cloud-based authoring,
submission, and proofing framework. 
With the help of the tool, the author
plays a major role in publishing their
articles.
Minimize the post-processing or
intervention of the other tools to
make the underlying XML valid.
Speed-up the publishing process.

It combines the advantages of XML-
based workflows that facilitate
controlled authoring and/or editing in
accordance with the specific DTDs.
PDF rendering with the help of TeX.
Provide a better user experience with
the help of an elegant and modern
interface.
Reduce the end-to-end production effort
from authoring to publishing and to
target quicker publishing.



Features
A tool from the house of TeX
people.
Introduces the beauty of TeX
typesetting to the non-TeX
community.
Compatible for both TeX and non-
TeX communities.
WYSIWYG and non-WYSIWYG
mode editing.
Three modules - Authoring,
Submission, and Proofing tool.
Collaborative editing.

Journal template-based PDF generation
using TeX.
Content profiling of the sources.
Overrides the limitations of math
rendering in browsers.
Form-mode editing interface for
frontmatter and bibliography.
A well-designed proofing environment
with all relevant features to help easy
proofing.
Since it is XML-based, it is a DTD-
compliant tool also.



Problem Solution Beneficiary

Authors' difficulty in understanding the
journal's requirements.

Addresses by providing a plug and play type environment. Authors

Multiple authors need to work on the same
document separately.

Collaboration Authors

Chances of missing materials during
submission.

Contetnt Profiling Authors, Typesetters, 
Publishers

Back and forth querying for problems in the
sources.

Completeness check Authors, Typesetters, 
Publishers

Author formats her document without
knowing the final look and feel

or layout of the published article.
Journal-based-templates

Authors, Typesetters, 
Publishers

Primo addresses these basic issues



Problem Solution Beneficiary

Difficulty in converting to a different journal
template when it is rejected. Easy formatting Authors

Multiple authors need to work on the same
document separately. Collaboration Authors

Difficulty in identifying surname, given
names, city, state, postcode etc. Form-mode editing Authors, Typesetters, 

Problems in the submission process, support
seeking and time delay Self explanatory

Authors, 
Publishers

Constraints in the submission systems. User friendly submission process Authors

Primo addresses these basic issues



Problem Solution Beneficiary

Constraints in the HTML proofing systems. TeX generates PDF. Authors

Problems with the unformatted PDF
generated by the browser. TeX generates PDF. Authors

Validating corrections. Rule-based validation process
Authors, Typesetters, 

Publishers

Unavailability of a file manager. Presence of an efficient file manager Authors

Constraints in the submission systems. User friendly submission process Authors

Primo addresses these basic issues



The Workflow



How Primo works? The Authoring tool
There is a file manager and all the
file operations like creating a
document, editing, renaming,
moving, zip, unzip, uploading,
downloading, etc. can be done.
Authors can prepare a new
document in WYSIWYG mode.
They can create aesthetically
beautiful PDFs using TeX without
knowing TeX.

They can create a document according
to the DTD the publisher uses.
LaTeX math editing tool.
Spell-check, word count.
Do Hyperlinking.
Sharing the document with others and
collaborative editing.



How Primo works? The Submision tool
Since the materials created will be
according to the journal style by
default, no need of referring to the
lengthy GFA.
Usability checking ensures all the
contents are available.

Download the required files only as a
bundle to load them into the publisher's
submission system.
The bundle will contain a manifest.xml
which will show the proper file type to
be selected in the publisher's
submission tool.



How Primo works? The Proofing tool
Typesetters load a dataset with the
XML version of the manuscript
along with necessary assets like
artwork, multimedia content, etc. to
the drive which will in turn return a
unique URL to the document.
Using the above URL, authors can
access the proofs of their
manuscripts after typesetting by
the typesetters.
Start with the track changes and
accept/reject them.

Then resolving queries.
Continue editing and the mode of
operation is self-explanatory. Authors
can guide themselves and reach out to
the features/functions available for
editing without the help of support.
Make changes. Ensure the corrections
in the code. Generate a PDF and
confirm the PDF version. If any further
corrections are seen, just make it in the
editor and again create a PDF. 



How Primo works? The Proofing tool
The corrections will be marked
definitely in the underlying XML.
Corrections can be done or verified
simultaneously by multiple authors.

Access can be restricted to view only or
edit mode while sharing.
Version control



Proofing tool

May-2024

Authoring tool

Dec-2024
Second-phase

Submission/Review 
tool

Apr-2025

Time-line
The release of the Platform is 
planned in three phases. 

First-phase

Third-phase
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Primo - Main Page



Primo - List Menu



Primo - Supports Multi-language



Primo - Math rendering











Screenshots of Neon



Screenshots of Neon



Technologies behind Primo

JDK obviously
undertow - the web-server, like tomcat, but smaller
sqlite - for the DB
lucene - full-text index of the documents

xpp3 - XML parser
scala-js DOM, java-time, java-logging
boopickle, scala-css, and some others

Primo is written mostly in Scala, both server-side and client- 
side. The client-side is compiled using Scala-JS to JavaScript. 
On the server-side, Scala is compiled to Java byte-code and 
runs in the JVM. It can seamlessly inter-operate with existing 
Java libraries. The development environment is Intellij IDEA, 
the build-tool is SBT. Primo uses its own widget library called 
VDL, part of the Primo code base.

Primo doesn't have many external dependencies. We use 
following "major" libraries:

And some "minor" libraries:

Any dataset size limitation?
The dataset size limit is 200MB. It is a constant, which can be 
changed at will.

How many articles can the platform support?
Primo can store up to 2^60 (cca 10^18) documents. The limit is the 
disk size.

How many lines of XML data can be rendered, image sizes etc.
There is no code limit on the lines of XML, the limit will be the 
performance/experience in the browser. The image size limit is 
20MB, again a constant in code, which can be changed.



Thank you!

info@stmsoft.in


